Deep neural network classifiers are vulnerable to small input perturbations carefully generated by the adversaries. Injecting adversarial inputs during training, known as adversarial training, can improve robustness against one-step attacks, but not for unknown iterative attacks. To address this challenge, we propose to utilize embedding space for both classification and low-level (pixel-level) similarity learning to ignore unknown pixel level perturbation. During training, we inject adversarial images without replacing their corresponding clean images and penalize the distance between the two embeddings (clean and adversarial). This additional regularization encourages two similar images (clean and perturbed versions) to produce the same outputs, not necessarily the true labels, enhancing classifier's robustness against pixel level perturbation. Next, we show iteratively generated adversarial images easily transfer between networks trained with the same strategy. Inspired by this observation, we also propose cascade adversarial training, which transfers the knowledge of the end results of adversarial training. We train a network from scratch by injecting iteratively generated adversarial images crafted from already defended networks in addition to one-step adversarial images from the network being trained. Experimental results show that cascade adversarial training together with our proposed low-level similarity learning efficiently enhance the robustness against iterative attacks, but at the expense of decreased robustness against one-step attacks. We show that combining those two techniques can also improve robustness under the worst case black box attack scenario.
Introduction
Deep neural networks and other machine learning classifiers are shown to be vulnerable to small perturbations to inputs [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Previous works [3, 5, 6] have shown that injecting adversarial examples during training (adversarial training) increases the robustness of a network against adversarial attacks. The adversarial examples can be generated by perturbing the inputs in one step or iteratively to either minimize confidence on true labels or increase confidence of a target false label (section 2). The networks trained with one-step method have shown noticeable robustness against one-step attacks, but, limited robustness against iterative attacks at test time. In [5] , authors explained that using iterative methods for training didn't help improve robustness against iterative attacks at test time.
To address this challenge, we propose adversarial training regularized with a unified embedding for both classification and low-level (pixel-level) similarity learning to efficiently ignore pixel level perturbation. We inject adversarial images in the mini batch without replacing their corresponding clean images and penalize distance between embeddings from the clean and the adversarial examples. Thus, our approach differs from prior works where adversarial images were used only for data augmentation by replacing their corresponding clean images.
There are past examples of using the embedding space for learning similarity of high level features like face similarity between two different images [7, 8, 9] . Instead, we use the embedding space for learning similarity of the pixel level differences between two similar images. As the additional regularization promotes two similar images to produce similar embeddings, the network can be regularized for the additive pixel level perturbation (both known and unknown perturbations).
We train ResNet model [10] on MNIST [11] and CIFAR10 dataset [12] using the proposed adversarial training. The experimental results demonstrate improved robustness of the network against adversarial images generated by one-step and iterative methods compared to the prior work.
Our approach is also less sensitive to the randomness of the training (random initialization and shuffling of the training data) and shows less variation in the accuracies for adversarial examples at test time. We also show that modifying the weight of the distance measure in the loss function can help control trade-off between accuracies for clean and adversarial examples.
Next, we provide fruitful insights of adversarial training by analyzing correlation between gradients w.r.t. the clean images and gradients w.r.t. their corresponding adversarial images as a measure of error surface similarity. We show negative correlation between the gradient w.r.t. the clean image and the gradient w.r.t. its corresponding adversarial image is the reason for the label leaking phenomenon, reported in the previous work [5] . We argue that label leaking phenomenon can always happen as long as we train networks by injecting one-step adversarial images due to the negative correlation effect and the similarity between gradients w.r.t. one-step adversarial images.
We also analyze transferability between defended networks, and between pure and defended networks by testing accuracies for the target network with the adversarial examples crafted from different networks (black box attack). We show one-step adversarial images from defended networks become weaker than those from undefended networks since adversarial training makes gradient seen from the clean image not to point strong adversarial image by distorting the error surface. We also make interesting observation that iter_FGSM images (section 2) transfer more between networks when the source and the target networks are trained with the same training method.
Inspired by this observation, we propose cascade adversarial training which transfers the knowledge of the end results of adversarial training. 1 In particular, we train a network by injecting iter_FGSM images crafted from already defended network in addition to the one-step adversarial images crafted from the network being trained. Together with cascade adversarial training and low-level similarity learning, we achieve significant accuracy increase against unknown iterative attacks, but at the expense of decreased accuracy for one-step attacks. Note that iterative attack cannot be considered as known attack since we didn't use the current state of the network during training for adversarial example generation, instead we use saved version from already defended network.
Finally, we show our cascade adversarial training gives much better robustness against black box attack scenario. Only by combining low level similarity learning and cascade adversarial training, networks can become even more robust against both white box and black box attacks.
Background on Attack Methods
We consider one-step and iterative methods for adversarial example generation as described in [5] and follow the same terminologies. We use L ∞ metric for adversarial images generation where the maximum allowed perturbation is defined as . Other metrics like L 0 and L 2 exist, but, there is no standard for the use of those metrics. Please see the details in [14] .
One-step fast gradient sign method (FGSM), referred to as "step_FGSM", tries to generate adversarial images to minimize confidence on true label [3] . Adversarial image X adv is generated by adding sign of the gradients w.r.t. the clean image X multiplied by ∈ [0, 255] as shown below: ' ' ' ' Figure 1 : Adversarial training framework regularized with a unified embedding. Adversarial images are used without replacing the clean images. Distance based loss is added to ensure the distance between the two embeddings per each image minimized.
One-step target class method tries to generate adversarial images to maximize the confidence on a target false label as follows:
We use least likely class y LL as a target class and refer this method as "step_ll" as in [15, 5] .
Basic iterative method, referred to as "iter_FGSM", applies FGSM with small α multiple times. 2
We use α = 1, number of iterations to be min( + 4, 1.25 ). Clip X, is elementwise clipping function where the input is clipped to the range [max(0, X − ), min(255, X + )]. 3
Iterative least-likely class method, referred to as "iter_ll", is to apply "step_ll" with small α multiple times.
Other iterative methods L ∞ attack proposed by Carlini and Wagner [14] is also known to be strong attack, however, it shows comparable results with iter_FGSM attack as shown in [14] . In this paper, we only consider Kurakin's iterative attacks as examples of unknown strong attack.
Black box attack is performed by testing accuracy on a target network with the adversarial images crafted from a source network different from the target network. Lower accuracy means successful black-box attack. When we use the same network for both target and source network, we call this as white-box attack.
Adaptive attack is another form of black box attack where adversaries can collect input and output pairs for a target network by querying arbitrary inputs. This can be considered as stronger/weaker attack than pure black box/white box attack model. In this paper, we don't consider this since it will be covered by considering both white-box and black box attacks. We advance the algorithm proposed in [5] by adding low level similarity learning. Unlike [5] , we include the clean examples used for generating adversarial images in the mini batch as shown in figure 1 . Once one step forward pass is performed with the minibatch, embeddings are followed by the softmax layer for the cross entropy loss for the standard classification. At the same time, we take clean embeddings and adversarial embeddings, and minimize the distance between the two with the distance based loss.
The distance based loss encourages two similar images (clean and adversarial) to produce the same outputs, not necessarily the true labels. Thus, low-level similarity learning can be considered as an unsupervised learning. By adding regularization in higher embedding layer, convolution filters gradually learn how to ignore such pixel-level perturbation. We have applied regularization on lower layers with an assumption that low level pixel perturbation can be ignored in lower hierarchy of networks. However, adding regularization term on higher embedding layer right before the softmax layer showed best performance. The more convolutional filters have chance to learn such similarity, the better the performance. Note that cross entropy doesn't encourage two similar images to produce the same output labels. Standard image classification using cross entropy compares ground truth labels with outputs of a network regardless of how similar training images are. The entire procedure is described in algorithm 1. Make new mini batch B = {X adv 1 , ..., X adv k , X 1 , ..., X m−k }.
5:
Perform one step forward pass with B .
6:
Formulate the cross entropy loss with entire embeddings {E adv 1 , ..., E adv k , E 1 , ..., E m−k }.
7:
Formulate the distance based loss with adversarial embeddings {E adv 1 , ..., E adv k } and corresponding clean embeddings {E 1 , ..., E k }.
8:
Perform one step backward pass and update the parameters in N . 9: until training converged
We define the total loss as follows:
are the resulting embeddings from X i and X adv i respectively. λ 2 is the parameter to control the relative weight of the distance based loss L dist in the total loss. We use λ = 0.3, λ 2 = 0.0001, m = 128, k = 64 for the experiments. We only use one step methods when we generate adversarial examples from the current state of the network and tested the network for all the examples generated by one step or iterative attack methods. As in [5] , we used randomly chosen in the interval [0, max_e] with clipped normal distribution N (µ = 0, σ = max_e/2), where max_e is the maximum used in training.
Distance Based Loss
Bidirectional loss minimizes the distance between the two embeddings by moving both clean and adversarial embeddings as shown in the left side of the figure 2 We tried N = 1, 2 and found not much difference between the two. We report the results with N = 2 for the rest of the paper otherwise noted. When N = 2, L dist becomes L2 loss.
Pivot loss minimizes the distance between the two embeddings by moving only the adversarial embeddings as shown in the right side of the figure 2
In this case, clean embeddings ( E i ) serve as pivots to the adversarial embeddings. 4 The intuition behind the use of pivot loss is that the embedding from clean image can be treated as ground truth embedding.
We found not much difference between two distance based losses. However, we introduce these two losses for those who might be interested in applying our proposed method to give possible knobs for finetuning.
Experimental Results
We use 20-layer ResNet [10] for MNIST and CIFAR10 classification. We scale down the image values to [0,1] and don't perform any data augmentation for MNIST. For CIFAR10, we scale down the image values to [0,1] and subtract per-pixel mean values. We perform 24x24 random crop and random flip on 32x32 original images. 5 We generate adversarial images after these steps.
We use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer with momentum of 0.9, weight decay of 0.0001 and minibatch size of 128. For adversarial training, we generate k = 64 adversarial examples among 128 images in one mini-batch. We start with a learning rate of 0.1, divide it by 10 at 4k and 6k iterations, and terminate training at 8k iterations for MNIST, and 48k and 72k iterations, and terminated training at 94k iterations for CIFAR10. 6 We also found that initialization affects the training results slightly as in [5] , thus, we pre-train the networks 2 and 10 epochs for MNIST and CIFAR10, and use these as initial starting points for different configurations. We use max_e = 32 and 16 for MNIST and CIFAR10 respectively.
MNIST dataset: Table 1 shows the accuracy results for MNIST test dataset for different types of attack methods. For brevity, we only show results for training with "step_ll" method. As shown in the table, our method achieves 2 -8 % better accuracy than Kurakin's method. Even though adversarial training is done only with "step_ll", additional regularization increases robustness against unknown "step_FGSM", "iter_ll" and "iter_FGSM" attacks. This shows that our low-level similarity learning can successfully regularize the pixel level perturbation on the simple images like MNIST.
CIFAR10 dataset: For CIFAR10 dataset, we compare Kurakin's method and our method in various configurations. First, we train the network with "step_ll" or "step_FGSM" method (step_ll / step_FGSM ). We also train the network using both "step_ll" and "step_FGSM" methods to generate adversarial examples, referred to as "step_both". In this case, we generate 32 adversarial examples per each method. Table 2 shows the accuracy results for CIFAR10 test dataset for different types of attack methods.
In the proposed approach, combining "step_ll" and "step_FGSM" methods with pivot loss shows best results for both step attacks and unknown iterative attacks. In general, except "step_ll" case, Kurakin's method and ours shows similar results against "one step" methods. However, our method shows better results against iterative attacks than Kurakin's method in most cases. The "iter_FGSM" attack is the hardest attack for all trained networks which differs from the results of the training reported in [5] . Possible reason would be CIFAR10 dataset is small compared to ImageNet, thus, direct gradient direction results in stronger attack than the direction for least likely class. We also observe increased accuracy for the clean images for some cases compared to the baseline standard training as in [3, 16] , and the authors in [5] explains this might be because the adversarial training acts as a regularizer for overfitted model. We train networks with "step_ll, Pivot" and various λ 2 s to study effects of the weight of the distance measure in the loss function. Figure 3 shows that a higher λ 2 reduces accuracy of the clean images, and increasing λ 2 above 0.3 even results in divergence of the training. On the contrary, as λ 2 increases, accuracy of the iteratively generated adversarial images increases. Too much regularization for the pixel level perturbation gives higher robustness against iterative attacks, but at the expense of accuracy loss in the clean examples. Hence, there exists clear trade-off between accuracy for the clean images and that for the adversarial images, and we recommend using a very high λ 2 only under strong adversarial environment.
Effect of Variations in Initial Condition
To see how the training is sensitive to the initialization, we train 20 networks 7 with Kurakin's method and ours with pivot loss ("step_ll") and report mean accuracy and the standard deviation. As shown in 3, our method produces higher mean accuracies and lower standard deviation of accuracy than Kurakin's method. This suggests that the low-level similarity learning also reduces uncertainties in training, thus, makes networks to be converged similarly. We also found networks robust to one-step attacks tend to be less robust to iterative attacks and vice versa for both methods (Kurakin's and Ours), however, this variation was less in our case than in Kurakin's case. Difficulty of optimizing networks for both one-step attacks and iterative attacks can also be found in the following section 6.
Analysis of Adversarial Training

Alternative Embedding Space Visualization
We draw average value of the argument to the softmax layer for the true class and the false classes to visualize how the adversarial training works as in figure 4 . Standard training, as expected, shows dramatic drop in the values for the true class as we increase in "step_ll" directions. 8 With adversarial training, we observe that the value drop is limited at small and our method even increases the value in certain range upto =10. Note that adversarial training is not same as the gradient masking [17] . As illustrated in figure 4 , it exposes gradient information, however, quickly distort gradients along the sign of the gradient ("step_ll") direction. Overall shape of the argument to the softmax layer in our case becomes smoother than Kurakin's method, suggesting our method is good for pixel level regularization. Even though actual value of the embeddings for the true class in our case is smaller than that in Kurakin's, the standard deviation of our case is less than Kurakin's, making better margin between the true class and false classes.
Label Leaking Analysis
We observe accuracies for the "step_FGSM" adversarial images become higher than those for the clean images ("label leaking" phenomenon) by training with "step_FGSM" as in [5] . Interestingly, we observe "label leaking" phenomenon even without providing true labels for adversarial images generation as shown in "step_ll, Pivot" in table 2. We argue that "label leaking" is a natural result of the adversarial training. To understand the nature of adversarial training, we measure correlation between gradients w.r.t. different images (i.e. clean vs. adversarial) as a measure of error surface similarity. We measure (1) clean vs. "step_ll" image, (2) clean vs. "step_FGSM" image, (3) clean vs. "random sign" added image, and (4) "step_ll" image vs. "step_FGSM" image for three trained networks (a) Baseline: standard training, (b) Kurakin's and (c) Pivot (Ours). Figure 5 draws average value of correlations between randomly chosen clean images and adversarial images from CIFAR10 test-set for each case.
Meaning of the correlation: In order to make strong adversarial images with "step_FGSM" method, correlation between the gradient w.r.t. the clean image and the gradient w.r.t. its corresponding adversarial image should remain high since the "step_FGSM" method only use the gradient w.r.t. the clean image ( =0). Lower correlation between gradient w.r.t. clean and gradient w.r.t. adversarial image (with ) means perturbing the adversarial image at further to the gradient (seen from the clean image) direction is no longer efficient.
Results of adversarial training:
We observe that (1) and (2) become quickly lower than (3) as increases. This means that, when we move toward the steepest (gradient) direction on the error surface, gradient is more quickly uncorrelated with the gradient of the clean image than when we move to random direction. As a result of adversarial training, this uncorrelation is observed at a lower making one-step attack less efficient even with small perturbation. (1), (2) and (3) for our case are slightly lower than Kurakin's method at the same which means that our method is better at defending one-step attacks than Kurakin's.
Error surface similarity between "step_ll" and "step_FGSM" images: We also observe (4) remains high with higher for all trained networks. This means that the error surfaces (gradients) of the "step_ll" image and "step_FGSM" image resemble each other. That is the reason why we get the robustness against "step_FGSM" method only by training with "step_ll" method and vice versa. (4) for our case is slightly higher than Kurakin's method at the same and that means our similarity learning tends to make error surfaces of the adversarial images with "step_ll" and "step_FGSM" method to be more similar.
Analysis of label leaking phenomenon: Interestingly, (2) becomes slightly negative in certain range (1 < < 3 for Kurakin's, and 1 < < 4 for Pivot (Ours) ) and this could be the possible reason for "label leaking" phenomenon. For example, let's assume that we have a perturbed image (by "step_FGSM" method) at where the correlation between the gradients w.r.t. that image and the corresponding clean image is negative. Further increase of with the gradient (w.r.t. the clean image) direction actually decreases the loss resulting in increased accuracy (label leaking phenomenon). The reason why label leaking phenomenon is prone to happen for the networks trained with step_FGSM images is that the networks can be heavily optimized for the step_FGSM images. Due to the error surface similarity between "step_ll" and "step_FGSM" images and this negative correlation effect, however, label leaking phenomenon can always happen for the networks trained with one-step adversarial examples. 
Black Box Attack Analysis
In table 4, we report black box attack accuracies (defined in section 2) to analyze the transferability between the networks trained with different methods (B: Baseline, K: Kurakin's and P: Pivot loss, "step_ll" is used for training). 9 We haven't included black box attack accuracies between networks with the same initialization in the table 4, since the same initialization assumption for the black box attack scenario isn't realistic. Actually, we have tested black box attacks between the networks with same initialization, and observed slightly lower accuracy (higher transfer rate) than with different initialization which is consistent with the results in [5] . We included the results in the Appendix B.
Transferability (step attack):
We first observe that high robustness against one-step attack between defended networks (K2/P2 -> K1/P1), and low robustness between undefended networks (B2 -> B1). This observation shows that error surfaces of neural networks are driven by the training method and networks trained with the same method end up similar optimum states. The network once showed robustness against white-box attack (K1, P1) tends to show similar robustness against black-box attacks from networks trained with the same method (K2, P2). Similarly, undefended network originally poor at white-box attack (B1) tends to be poor at black-box attack from another undefended network (B2).
It is noteworthy to observe that the accuracies against step attack from the undefended network (B2) are always lower than those from defended networks (K2, P2). Possible explanation for this would be that adversarial training tweaks gradient seen from the clean image to point toward weaker adversarial point along that gradient direction. As a result, one-step adversarial images from defended networks (K2, P2) become weaker than those from undefended network (B2). Thus, when we mount black box attack with one-step method, it is more efficient to use undefended network as a source network than a defended network. Note that defended network in this case means the network trained with one-step adversarial images. There is no guarantee that undefended networks are always better source for black box one-step attack when the target is not trained with one-step adversarial examples.
Another observation here is that, even though our method showed better performance than Kurakin's for white-box attack, our method didn't help increase robustness against black box attacks. Table 4 shows that our method (P1) is better or worse than Kurakin's method (K1) at one-step black box attack when the source networks are defended networks (K2, P2) or undefended network (B2) respectively. However, it is a statistical variation since we found not much difference when we switch the source and the target. Additional details can be found in the Appendix B.
Transferability (iterative attack): First, we also didn't find any meaningful differences between our method and Kurakin's method for black box attacks with iterative methods. This is because the changes that similarity learning makes are subtle in terms of black box attacks. In the following, we treat our method and Kurakin's method as the same training method when we consider the black box attack scenario.
We observe the accuracies for "iter_ll" black box attacks remain high (less transferability) which is consistent with the previous results in [5] . Least likely targeted iterative method seems to be too specific for the source network as explained in [5] since we change the target every iteration and there are many possible choices for each step. Interestingly, "iter_FGSM" attack remains very strong even under the black box attack scenario but only between undefended networks or defended networks. Possible explanation would be, even though "iter_FGSM" changes its direction at every step, since it doesn't change the target and the networks trained with the same policy end up similar optimum, the resulting adversarial images become globally difficult examples within the networks trained with the same strategy.
Difficulty of defense/attack under the black box attack scenario: As seen from the previous observation, iter_FGSM images crafted from a network remain strong only on the networks trained with the same strategy. Thus, it is efficient to attack an undefended/defended network with iter_FGSMl examples crafted from another undefended/defended networks. The problem is we (as attackers/defenders) don't have information about the target/source network under the black box attack scenario. Defenders always have to consider the worst case scenario, and this makes the problem much more difficult. We recommend reporting accuracies for the adversarial examples crafted from other networks trained with the same strategy under the black box scenario.
Cascade Adversarial Training
Inspired by the observation that adversarial images generated with iter_FGSM method transfer between defended networks, we propose cascade adversarial training, which trains a network by injecting pre-saved iter_FGSM images crafted from an already defended network to improve the robustness against iter_FGSM attack. The intuition behind this proposed method is that we transfer the knowledge of the end results of adversarial training.
Experimental results: We train networks from scratch with/without low-level similarity learning by injecting iter_FGSM images (P2_iter_FGSM_train images) crafted from the already defended network P2 (in table 4 ) in addition to one-step adversarial images generated from the network being trained. We chose P2 since the transfer rate was high among the networks differently initialized from K1 and P1. 10 We observe increase in accuracy against iterative attacks, although at the expense of decreased accuracy for "one step" attacks as shown in table 5. Again, this observation also supports an idea that networks robust against one-step attacks tend to be less robust against iterative attacks and vice versa as previously seen from the section 3.5. Interestingly, the cascade network trained with low-level similarity learning (step_ll, saved_P2, P (Ours)) shows superior results than the cascade network trained without similarity learning (step_ll, saved_P2, K) especially for the iterative attacks. This suggests that our low-level similarity learning successfully regularize unknown pixel level perturbations together with cascade adversarial training. Deeper networks: We study the application of similarity learning and cascade adversarial training to higher capacity (110-layer ResNets) networks to see whether we can recover the accuracy against one-step attacks for the network with higher capacity. We first train a network only with our similarity learning. As expected from [5] , we observe that higher network capacity improves accuracy (see rows "step_ll" in table 6).
Next, we use the same adversarial images (P2_iter_FGSM_train) generated from 20-layer ResNet (P2 in table 4) for training the 110-layer ResNet (rows step_ll, saved_P2). Interestingly, accuracy against one-step and iterative attacks are improved as shown in table 6 compared to 20-layer counterparts. The results show that (1) deeper networks with our methods (low-level similarity learning and cascade adversarial training) can help further increase robustness against both one-step and iterative adversarial attacks and (2) we can even transfer the knowledge learned from one network to another network regardless of the network architecture if we train a network with the same strategy.
Black box attack for the knowledge transferred networks: We finally perform black box attack analysis for the networks trained with cascade adversarial training. We re-train 20-layer and 110-layer ResNet models using cascade adversarial training (with P2_iter_FGSM_train images) with/without low-level similarity learning and use those networks as source networks for black-box attacks. 20layer ResNet models without cascade adversarial training are also included as source networks. Target networks are the same networks used in table 5 and 6.
As shown in table 7, we achieve huge accuracy increase under the various black box attack scenarios. We observe that the hardest attacks are the iter_FGSM attacks from a source network trained with cascade adversarial training (K2 C ) except B2 -> K1 C case. Possible solution to further improve the robustness against various source networks would be to use more than one network as source networks (including pure networks, defended networks with/without cascade learning) for iter_FGSM images generation for cascade adversarial training.
We also observe networks trained with both low-level similarity learning and cascade adversarial training (P1 C and P3 C ) show better worst-case performance than networks trained without low-level similarity learning (K1 C and K3 C ). 11 This observation differs from the results in the previous section 5 where we didn't find meaningful difference between networks trained with/without low-level similarity learning under the black box attack. This suggests that together with cascade adversarial training, regularization effect of low-level similarity learning further enhance robustness against perturbations caused by an iterative method even under the black-box attack scenario. Without cascade adversarial training, iterative attacks are fully unknown attacks, however, cascade learning enables networks to learn partial knowledge of perturbations generated by an iterative method from other networks. And the learned perturbations become regularized further with our low-level similarity learning.
Conclusion
We proposed adversarial training regularized with a unified embedding for classification and lowlevel similarity learning by penalizing distance between the clean and their corresponding adversarial embeddings. The networks trained with low-level similarity learning showed higher robustness against one-step and iterative attacks under white box attack.
We showed our approach is less sensitive to the randomness of the training. We also showed that modifying the weight of the distance measure can help control trade-off between accuracies for clean and adversarial examples. We analyzed error surface similarities between the clean and their corresponding adversarial images and found label leaking phenomenon is a natural result of adversarial training.
We performed through transfer analysis and showed iter_FGSM images transfer easily between networks trained with the same strategy. We exploited this and proposed cascade adversarial training, a method to train a network with iter_FGSM adversarial images crafted from already defended networks. Combining those two techniques (low level similarity learning + cascade adversarial training) with deeper networks further improved robustness against iterative attacks for both whitebox and black-box attacks.
However, there is still a gap between accuracy for the clean images and that for the adversarial images. Improving robustness against both one-step and iterative attacks still remains challenging since it is shown to be difficult to train networks robust for both one-step and iterative attacks simultaneously. Future research is necessary to further improve the robustness against iterative attack without sacrificing the accuracy for step attacks or clean images under both white-box attack and black-box attack scenarios. Figure 6 : Argument to the softmax vs. in test time. Kurakin's and Pivot (Ours) were trained with "step_ll". "step_ll", "step_FGSM" and "random sign" methods were used to generate test-time adversarial images. Arguments to the softmax were measured by changing for each test method and averaged over randomly chosen 128 images from CIFAR10 test-set. Blue line represents true class and the red line represents mean of the false classes. Shaded region shows ± 1 standard deviation of each line.
A More Figures on Embeddings
As shown in figure 6 , we observe that embeddings for adversarial images with "step_ll" and those with "step_FGSM" resemble each other. As a result of adversarial training, even though we don't inject random sign added images, we observe improved results (broader margins than baseline) for 'random sign' added images. Overall shape of the argument to the softmax layer in our case becomes smoother than Kurakin's method suggesting our method is good for pixel level regularization. Table 8 shows that black box attack between trained networks with the same initialization tends to be more successful than that between networks with different initialization as explained in [5] . In table 9, our method (P2) is always better at one-step black box attack from defended networks (K1, P1) and undefended network (B1) than Kurakin's method (B2). However, it is hard to tell which method is better than the other one as explained in the main paper. In table 10, we show black box attack accuracies with the source and the target networks switched from the main paper. In this case, we also observe that networks trained with both low-level similarity learning and cascade adversarial training (P2 C and P4 C ) show better worst-case performance than networks trained without low-level similarity learning (K2 C and K4 C ). After cascade adversarial training, iteratively generated adversarial examples from a network trained with the same strategy become sometimes no longer strongest attacks (i.e. B1 -> K2 C and B1 -> K2 C ). This also suggests that the necessity of using various source networks (including pure networks, defended networks with and without cascade learning) for iter_FGSM images generation for cascade adversarial training.
B Additional Black Box Attack Results
